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INTRODUCTION 
• Inspired by the hunt for social justice  

• This argument is based on organic knowledge , experiences, studies and sharing 
from others activists and CCS with its broad alliances  

China from  ‘Africa’; 

Born in the Eastern Highlands of the Central 
Eastern Sub Sahara Africa, north of Limpopo 
River.  

Yes, the ‘COMMONS’ 

and ‘claiming’ through activism  

Once a common; now 
commons. 

The NATURE, SCOPE & FOCUS OF COMMONS 

COMMONS: Ever-changing, 
multidimensional no precise 
meaning  

Often represents the desirable 
ordering of a society  



What and why commoning?  

History Dimensions 

Challenges  
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WHAT ARE COMMONS?  
• Commons are revolutionary or evolutionary 

processes for social ‘advantage’. 

WHY COMMONS? 

• Human beings  being concerned over man-made 
or natural subjection 

• To link ranks of peers: sports, culture, tribes, 
political or social groups  

•  Subject to common use: parks, schools, rivers                       
Or Humanitarian: freedom of movement, the right to live  

COLLECTIVE EFFORTS 



HISTORY OF COMMONS 

The notion owes its existence to the norms and 
practices of Ubuntu 

• Colonialism robed people, animals, rivers, 
mountains and oceans of their birth-rights 

      through trade and slavery  

• Commoning processes increasingly gained social 
transformation interests in pursuit for equality, 
freedom and justice 

• And with focus to alter power relations between the 
previously disadvantaged and advantaged communities    



• The origins of commons can be traced from all 
histories as consensual desires of disciplines  

• Hence the formation of social contracts and 
common laws; constitutions, charters treaties and 
the formation of interest groups 

• Ranked in families, villages, communities & societies 

• Contemporary realities proves that the idea was 
ridiculed and commercialised and there is focus 
change to rescue the status quo   



DIMENSIONS OF COMMONS 

• Commons are an amalgam of differences  

•  some are historically given and some arise through 
migration, cultural exchanges and globalisation 

• Thus Commons exist and they change with the evolving 
humanitarian conditions  

• The phenomenon in question is dynamic and a paradox 
well described by the very humanitarian concerns 

• Reclaiming common values also takes reactionary, passive 
or proactive actions which can be regarded as radical or 
mass action-oriented  

• Commons bear songs, slogans and stories that 
claim the commons 

     =uMuntu nguMuntu ngaBantu, Buen Vivir…  



• Commons can be naturally given: land & rivers  

• Cultural (e.g. tradition and religion)  

• While economic commons (industrialised economies) 
gave birth to class commons (e.g. slaves, black and white, 
rich and poor)   

Economic context 

• Commons can be adopted (e.g. the imported 
economic models/commons in the case of Africa) 

•  They can be autonomous or inferior 

• The frustration across divides/commons tells more 
of system failure and why the 99% are worse off 
than they were before (e.g. landless, displaced, 
unemployed, homeless and migrancy) 



• The neo-liberal economies sustain not only by 
extractivism, but also maiming and exploiting 
Ubuntu; (pollution, diseases, deaths, violation of rights  …)   

COMMONS AS A CHOICE 

• Commons are both optional or given 

• Commons can choose to common with other 
commons (e.g. scientific, technical or organic knowledge 
in its transformation processes) 

The question is whether: 

• They hold a politically neutral position 

• Common choices impact in shaping the existing 
power relationships in a society 



 THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT  
• It’s a question of government policy and practice   

• Keeping people's best interests in mind; 

“The land is the economy” (Zanu Pf manifesto) 

•  And gaining control of events that affect them 

• They can have military or security interests  

• Can promote or besiege values of other commons  

• Characterised by profiteering interests and neglect 
of people’s needs (e.g. profit before people) 

• (And the case of Botswana - Zambia and Zimbabwe vs. IMF, WB) mid 
to late 20th century). 



CHALLENGES OF COMMONS 

• The urgency to arrest theft of common space 

• Capacity, Choice, Commitment and Consistence to 
resist and redress crisis of governance; 

• Gaining control of environments 

• Knowledge and ability to predict priority actions 

THE CHANGING FOCUS  

• Need for alternatives 

• Civil Society movements have become more aware of 
their environments; After decades of liberation political 
commons delivered corruption, brutality, inequality and 
injustice  



THE CHANGING FOCUS  

DEMANDING 

And beyond stopping the 1% 

• The demand for public involvement plus the resurgence 
of new commons; BRICS-from-below, COPs, Counter 
TICAD, SAPSN, FoEI, TNI, CCS, SDCEA… to counter 
neoliberalism, subimperialism or recolonisation of natural 
commons 

 “ Over 10 000 protests per year takes place in SA” (CCS 

Protest Observatory). Some are popcorn in nature, while 
others occupy, demonstrate, barricade, boycott or 
protest for system change.  



• mobilising, awareness, networking, advocacy, 
research, and struggle for people’s present needs 
without compromising the future through                                                                         
change of the system 

Further ideas should be explored about what 
constitutes commons and how it links theory and 
practice to the advantage of humanity and nature.  

Let’s talk the walk and action the opposite 

CONCLUSION 

PRIORITIES FOR THE FUTURE COMMONS 

China Ngubane  I am because we are!  


